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Abstract
This article seeks to identify areas of relative transport disadvantage within an archipelagic region of the Philippines, so its people can be privileged through the provision of faster inter-island journeys to support social inclusion. It assesses the constraints that limit travel between cities and townships by undertaking a small travel behavior survey and trip generation/distribution model across four population centres, to observe how physical isolation from larger centres of social confluence can be reflected by lower trip volumes and associated increases in risks of social exclusion. The article’s methodology makes use of limited information to identify where reductions in inter-island travel time can be proposed for people living in areas of greater relative transport, social and economic disadvantage, so that individual economic and personal travel opportunities can be made more accessible, reducing exclusion risks and promoting well-being.
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1. Introduction

Mobility is often difficult in rural areas and archipelagic settings, where geographical isolation from major population centres is linked to poor accessibility and lost opportunities for inclusion and human development. Understanding transport systems across all modes, and associated constraints, precedes an appropriate institutional response in such places.

The Philippines is a South East Asian nation comprising 7,641 islands that support a population of over 100 million people. This creates mobility and access issues for a country challenged by its archipelagic dispersion of islands, expanding population and rapid urbanization. This article focuses on one of the seventeen administrative regions of the Philippines, MIMAROPA (see Figure 1), which comprises 1,978 islands, 29,621 km2 of land, and is home to approximately three million people (Philippine Statistics Authority, 2017).

The article seeks to understand the problem of social exclusion associated with limited inter-island transport connections in MIMAROPA and to identify some opportunities to reduce exclusion risks and promote greater social equality. It assesses constraints that limit travel between islands, by undertaking a small travel behavior survey and trip generation/distribution model across four of the region’s population centres. The observations illustrate how physical isolation from larger centres of so-
Social confluence can be reflected by lower trip volumes, which has implications for individual economic opportunity and social inclusion. Inter-modal network and infrastructure changes are proposed for MIMOROPA, with a view to improving mobility opportunities for people from areas of greater relative transport, social and economic disadvantage.

The article is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes key literature relevant to the subject matter, focusing particularly on transport/mobility and social inclusion in a rural/regional setting; Section 3 provides background information on the study area; Section 4 sets out the findings from a survey undertaken for the study, to shed light on whether rural/regional people are likely to be at risk of social exclusion for reasons of lack of transport opportunities; Section 5 presents the results; and Section 6 includes some discussion and sets out the article’s conclusions.

2. Literature Review

The contemporary literature on social exclusion has a strong focus on developed economies, such as the European Union and Australia, where large-scale social environments have been built around the assumption of high mobility. Levitas et al. (2007, p. 9) define social exclusion as:

Social exclusion thus implies that an individual is not able to participate in the mainstream society in which he or she lives (Piachaud, LeGrand, & Piachaud, 2002), and some groups are particularly subject to social exclusion risks, such as children and youth, elderly people, those with a disability, those on low incomes, and those who live in rural or isolated areas (Stanley, Hensher, Stanley, & Vella-Brodrick, 2011).

The concept of social exclusion has not been adopted in developing countries until comparatively recently. The World Bank published what would appear to be its first report on social inclusion in developing countries in 2013, but it does not refer to the association between transport and social inclusion. Social exclusion is mentioned in five of the United Nations’ 17 Sustainable Development Goals (United Nations, 2017). Sustainable Development Goal 11, urban sustainable development, includes an important sub-section on transport and refers to vulnerability:
11.2—By 2030, provide access to safe, affordable, accessible and sustainable transport systems for all people and goods, improving road safety and expanding public and non-motorized transport, with attention to the needs of those in vulnerable situations. (Simon & Arvidsson, 2015, p. 6)

The Sustainable Development Goals are becoming increasingly important in defining global policy and priorities, becoming the main criteria in 2015 for setting geographical priorities in decentralized development cooperation, that is, cooperation between international cities and regions (Marta & Akhmouch, 2017). Thus, understanding the role of transport and its impact on social inclusion is of considerable importance to the Philippines, given the disparities in social equity between its cities and regions (see Section 3 below). Understanding disaggregated sub-national metrics that reveal regional disparities is said to be important in understanding a country’s achievement of goals, despite possible challenges in gathering this data in developing countries.

Social exclusion is commonly concentrated in fringe and peri-urban areas in both developed and developing cities (UN-Habitat, 2013). Similarly, rural and regional areas commonly have higher levels of social exclusion and accessibility barriers, where people have difficulty reaching services to meet their essential needs due to poorly developed public transport systems.

Social exclusion needs to be understood within a cultural, political and spatial context. In a developed country, social exclusion is understood as an inability to have the opportunities to take part in the dominant societal structures/economic paradigm, in terms of employment, service availability and participation. This paradigm is commonly being replicated in developing countries where a form of market-based capitalized economy is seen as the solution to removing poverty. However, inclusion and well-being could also be viewed in the context of a more traditional economy, based on a village setting.

The work of Sen in the late 1990s holds particular relevance for Philippine rural development. Sen (1999) proposed that development should be evaluated in terms of ‘the expansion of capabilities,’ so that people can lead the kind of lives they value and have reason to value. Moreover, he indicates that social exclusion is a complex matter and encompasses a range of dimensions that go beyond poverty. For example, the full promotion of human rights and political liberty is central to the contemporary political rhetoric, and the notion of ‘development as freedom’ characterizes much of the prevailing democratic aspiration.

Transport services are essential in helping people reach destinations they deem important and the transport system is, at its core, invested in enabling individual capacity (Cass, Shove, & Urry, 2005). Mobility is both a direct driver of social inclusion, in that it enables a person to access services and work, as well as being a facilitator of other drivers, enabling people to build social capital and connection to community (Stanley, Stanley, & Hensher, 2012). However, in a developing world, the cultural context for inclusion may well be localized, with paid employment not needed for inclusion, but rather accessibility to health (including quality food and water), and education as the major needed services. Connection to the community and social capital may be able to be achieved through informal and active transport (walking) in a rural village context. The adoption of informal and intermediate means of transport in areas devoid of formal transport supply may be important forms of meeting longer distance mobility needs to support inclusion (Cervero & Golub, 2007). The provision of mobility may also rapidly change with the advance of new technologies, such as low-cost air carriers and faster ferries (Cass et al., 2005; Church, Frost, & Sullivan, 2000).

Connections to bridging social capital and wider social opportunities may be spatially constrained. In an archipelagic setting like the Philippines, where inter-island ferries and connecting transport are important for remote social inclusion and economic participation, it is critical that such transport is made safe, accessible and time efficient, in order to provide basic services, such as health and education, to rural and remote communities. It is the linking of smaller communities to larger regional cities that is particularly addressed in this article.

In terms of literature related to inter-island connectivity in the Philippine archipelago, development constraints imposed by the infrastructure base have been recognized by authors such as the Asian Development Bank (2010), Llanto (2016) and Francisco (2017). Llanto (2016), for example, explains how inter-island connectivity depends on a network of small municipal ports, old domestic ships and the roll-on/roll-off (RoRo) ferry system, with shipping accounting for over 80% of passenger and freight movements in this market segment. Llanto (2016, p. 243) argues that ‘stronger external and inter-island connectivity will enable it [the Philippines] to take advantage of trade, investment, and growth opportunities in this dynamic region, thereby fostering inclusive growth,’ but points out that improvement in these areas faces funding challenges.

Francisco (2017) analyses the effectiveness of the RoRo system, pointing to increases in both agricultural and non-agricultural incomes of households near RoRo ports and in agricultural incomes on nearby islands. Improved school attendance was also identified, household gains from the RoRo system being transferred to their offspring in a process that increases human capital levels. The analysis underlines the importance of the inter-island transport system and, by implication, the potential opportunity for increased social inclusion associated therewith, through improved educational participation and increased household incomes, in both agricultural and other pursuits.

More broadly, however, Roxas and Fillone (2016) note the lack of transportation studies for secondary
cities and peripheral regions in the Philippines. Their research focuses on travel time valuation for inter-island passenger transport in the Western Visayas region, where they find that lower income persons have lower travel time values than those with higher incomes. As expected, therefore, lower income people are more likely to use cheaper, but relatively slower, inter-island transport modes, suggesting RoRo rather than fast ferries, or airplanes where all three are available. This is relevant for the sampling process used in this study.

3. The Philippines and MIMAROPA Region Study Area

Across the Philippines, expensive, infrequent and unreliable transport in remote and rural areas is shown to reduce a person’s capacity to access essential healthcare, education and employment opportunities, thereby limiting full development of their human potential (National Economic and Development Authority [NEDA], 2016). In 2016, the Philippine Institute for Development Studies (2016) found that poor and low income families are highly concentrated in rural areas, with the majority of wealthy families living in urbanized areas. Additionally, the United Nations Development Programme (2013) found that development between urbanized and rural areas in the Philippines remained uneven, calling for the Philippine government to do more on inequality reduction efforts in distant and marginalized areas. Reductions to social inequality remain an important development objective of the Philippine government, as reflected in its 2017–2022 Philippine Development Plan (NEDA, 2016).

MIMAROPA’s poverty incidence among families, described as the proportion of Filipino people that live below the poverty line, was estimated at 17.4% in 2015, slightly above the national average estimate of 16.5% (PSA, 2017). By contrast, the National Capital Region, which contains the Metro Manila megacity, was estimated at only 2.7% and the adjoining, highly-urbanized CALABARZON Region at 6.7%. The above average poverty incidence in MIMAROPA suggests that social exclusion is likely to be a concern and that bridging social capital should be a particularly important objective, making it a suitable study area.

In 2013, the MIMAROPA branch of the NEDA developed the MIMAROPA Intermodal Transport Plan (MITP). It informed MIMAROPA’s Regional Development Plan (RDP) of 2011–2016, which identified the acceleration of socially inclusive transport infrastructure as part of its agenda (NEDA, 2014). More specifically, it sought to integrate MIMAROPA’s agriculture and tourism sectors with the wider Philippine economy, expand the transport network to increase the inter-connectedness between MIMAROPA’s five island provinces, position MIMAROPA’s administrative centre, Calapan City, as the central node for the region’s transport network and, last, to improve social equity through the prioritization of infrastructure in areas of comparatively poor access to jobs, services and people. This last objective is the primary focus of this article, particularly in terms of promoting social inclusion and improving the well-being of remote communities.

The small study is limited to passenger-based transport with a trip distance range of 0 to 300 kilometres and a focus on intermodal transport (RoRo and buses/vans). Previous work on disadvantage and transport in the MIMAROPA Region was produced by NEDA between 2011 and 2014, as part of an evidence-building exercise to inform MIMAROPA’s MITP and RDP (NEDA, 2014). It acknowledged at the time that MIMAROPA’s transport network lacked a fully organized system that linked its island provinces directly to one another:

Traditionally, the region has relied on private sector efforts to operate transport services. However, transport service providers thrive in the high-risk environment through the trial-and-error of routes, some with non-regular schedules, or ‘special trips.’ Moreover, it operates within poorly developed infrastructure assets that are poorly constructed, situated, and designed. (NEDA, 2014, p. 81)

That work developed 28 indicators of transport disadvantage in MIMAROPA, measuring traditional indicators such as travel time and journey reliability, through a survey distributed to 220 respondents across the region’s five provinces. This produced a baseline understanding of MIMAROPA’s transport system from the perspective of key stakeholders, which included land-transport operators, traffic managers, urban planners, academics, consultants, infrastructure advisors, private-sector investors, airport managers, tourism officers, maritime shipping operators and members of the Philippine coast guard.

The development of a polycentric transport network is central to this study’s methodology of generating data (see Figures 2 and 3). A polycentric network refers to a network of communities, municipalities, regions or nations that join together for a shared or common goal. The networks can be driven by social, political, or industrial needs at local to global scales (Kramar & Kadi, 2013). The established movement corridors serving MIMAROPA’s five island provinces operate as part of a broader hub-and-spoke network, where services centralize and gravitate towards the National Capital Region, containing Metro Manila. In Figure 2, the National Capital Region can be denoted as ‘S’ and MIMAROPA’s five provinces as ‘A’ through to ‘E’. ‘F’ through to ‘H’ can be referred to as other regions. The RDP recognizes that this network type lacks direct services between neighbouring provinces, forcing intermodal transfers between indirect nodes where people do not necessarily need to be. Thus, the RDP’s response is to develop a polycentric transport network where direct ‘port-to-port’ services between provinces are prioritized, to lower inter-island travel times. The RDP’s preferred network type is conceptualized in Figure 3. It promotes a regional polycentric hub-and-spoke system, where rural cities have increasing degrees of interconnection within their own region.
In Figure 3, larger cities in MIMAROPA—such as Calapan City or Puerto Princesa City—can be denoted as ‘B’, or ‘D’, with smaller towns, such as Bansud and Torrijos, referred to as ‘o’, ‘z’, ‘y’, and so forth.

The methodology developed for the current study intends to contribute to the knowledge base that tests the idea of polycentric inter-island transport networks in rural archipelagic settings. As noted, MIMAROPA’s RDP seeks to improve social inclusiveness by investing in comparatively remote areas that lack good inter-island transport. It identified six seaport locations as having potential to facilitate more inter-island connections: Cawit (Marinduque), Pola (Oriental Mindoro), Taytay (Palawan), Cuyo (Palawan), San Jose (Occidental Mindoro) and Looc (Romblon). The current study will help shed light on the prospective effectiveness of such an approach in terms of the impact such investments might have on regional/rural cities and small towns that risk being left behind socioeconomically.

4. Study on Regional Transport-Related Social Exclusion

4.1. Approach

This article reports on a small study to test the idea that rural communities are at greater risk of social exclusion, relative to larger city counterparts, due to greater difficulties in accessing transport services, and that substantial improvements in inter-island transport opportunities can support increased inclusion opportunities. The study is regionally based, informed by work on mobility and social exclusion by Stanley et al. (2011), Lucas (2011) and Starkey (2006). It is aimed at identifying areas of greater isolation within MIMAROPA and the findings may help support the MITP in mitigating transport-related exclusion and increasing opportunities for social participation.

The methodology developed for this study was a two-stage process: first using a survey to collect data that is then used to help inform a gravity model of travel patterns. Both stages are intended to shed light on problems related to remoteness and transport disadvantage. Given that it is only a small study, it provides an indication of the issues and characteristics that are typical of the survey area, which would ideally then be refined by a more comprehensive appraisal.

First, the study collected a small amount of new data to test the expected connection between physical isolation and transport disadvantage. It does this by conducting a customized travel behavior survey in four locations across MIMAROPA: (i) Calapan City, (ii) the Mogpog-Boac conurbation, (iii) Bansud, and (iv) Torrijos (see Figure 1). It also constructs a simplified trip generation/distribution model, using limited passenger data to interpret and manipulate inter-island ‘origin-destination’ movements for the predominant modes of inter-island transport.
travel: land transport (by bus/van), or marine transport (by RoRo ferry). The second component draws upon survey and gravity model findings to understand where effective linkages can be provided in MIMAROPA to offer remote communities access to greater opportunities. Although the surveys capture some information on local travel within the four locations sampled, the findings focus on intra-regional travel, as a means to bridge social connections between communities within archipelagic settings.

4.2. Travel Survey Instrument

The first stage involved developing a survey instrument to shed light on current travel patterns and perceived problems associated therewith. The survey instrument was adapted from an existing questionnaire that had been developed by two of the current authors and colleagues for an Australian analysis of links between transport disadvantage, social exclusion and well-being (Currie et al., 2009; Stanley et al., 2012). The survey adopts one of five dimensions of social exclusion risk developed by Stanley et al. (2011), this dimension being employment status, partly to ensure surveying was undertaken in safe environments for the interviewers and partly to increase the response rate. Twenty-two questions were selected, modifying the original Australian survey to reflect the different transport modes and different categories of travel behavior within the study areas.

The survey questions were framed around five topics that cover broad aspects of individual travel behavior. To encourage a good response rate, it was intended that participants could respond to the various questions within five minutes. The survey questions covered the following:

(i) last inter-island trip taken (time and day of week they travelled), including details of their origin and destination;
(ii) trips undertaken the day prior to being surveyed, including:
   a. the number of trips taken (to aggregate how often people travel within their own environment);
   b. the purpose of their trips (to identify the primary reasons for travelling, such as work, education, shopping, recreation, personal business, caring for others and visiting friends and relatives);
   c. the modes of transport used (such as ferries, buses, vans and jeepneys, to reveal what modes people depend on and how many modes they use on a given day);
   d. the estimated distances travelled (to gain insight into the distances travelled to reach their activities);
   (iii) perceived importance of transport access (for instance, how much they consider affordability, reliability, independence and options for inter-island travel to be of value to them);
   (iv) perceived difficulty in travelling (e.g., whether they feel they can meet transport costs and have options they need for inter-island travel); and,
   (v) travel behavior to specific destinations, such as the National Capital Region (Metro Manila), or intra-regional destinations within MIMAROPA (e.g., Oriental Mindoro, Occidental Mindoro, Marinduque, Romblon and Palawan).

One factor surrounding the communication of the survey was language: around 50% of the Philippine population speak English as a second language, with the mother tongues, in most instances Tagalog, coming from a pool of 11 languages and 175 dialects. Within MIMAROPA, fourteen languages are spoken, twelve of which are unique to the region. This prompted the use of multilingual counterparts who could explain the survey to others in both Tagalog and English, both official languages of the Philippines.

An important issue on survey implementation was choice of survey areas within MIMAROPA. These needed to be sufficient to provide a good sense of travel patterns and problems, within the constraints of a small study. The decisions behind site selection were based on the hierarchy of human settlements and the increasing degree of ‘remoteness’ that is being observed between regional cities and small towns of differing scale across the region. Differences in travel input costs, such as time and money (e.g., related to distance), means that there is a significant variation of trips expected in a comparative assessment between regional cities and small towns. Simply put, greater difficulties in affording and accessing transport is expected to result in fewer intra-regional trips undertaken within a sample from a small town. Conversely, more trips are expected between larger regional cities, where there are likely to be more transport services and intermodal facilities.

As indicated in Figures 4 and 5, two regional cities and two small towns in the Oriental Mindoro and Marinduque provinces were selected for the survey distribution. The National Capital Region is marked to denote its place in the existing hub-and-spoke system as a major interchange point between sampled nodes.

Respondents were targeted inside public administration buildings on weekdays between the hours of 9am and 5pm, as a baseline for the study’s sample size. This sampling method captures a specific segment of local populations, where respondents are more likely to be employed and travel as a function of their employment. They are also more likely to be cognizant of their own transport challenges and thus realize and appreciate the importance of travel. Hence, it is likely that individuals who are at the greatest risk of being socially excluded will be unrepresented or under-represented in
Figure 4. Survey area selection schema based on a hierarchy of cities and towns.

Figure 5. Survey area selection schema based on the study’s conceptual framework.

this small sample (due to safety reasons in distributing the survey).

Figure 5 details the number of individual responses that were collected in each survey area: Calapan City ($N = 25$), Mogpog/Boac ($N = 21$), Torrijos ($N = 23$), Bansud ($N = 17$) and the National Capital Region as a reference ($N = 28$), collected over a two week period ($N = 114$).

4.3. A Gravity Model to Estimate Inter-Island Trip Making

The second stage involved developing a simplified gravity model to replicate MIMAROPA’s pattern of inter-island trip making. Gravity models have long been used in international trade-flow analysis (e.g., Tinbergen, 1962), based on Newton’s universal law of gravity. They also
have a long history in four step urban travel demand modelling, where trip distribution models have commonly been of this type, essentially aiming to replicate urban trip length distribution patterns (see, for e.g., Brady & Betz, 1971; Jones, 1970).

Tinbergen’s work on trade flows estimated exports between pairs of countries as a function of their respective levels of Gross National Product (GNP) and the distance between them, with the respective co-efficient values on GNP and distance all around unity (negative in the distance case). Other studies of the use of the simple gravity model in trade flow analysis have confirmed this broad order of co-efficient values on GNP (such as Head & Mayer, 2014), with their example for Japan but using GDP rather than GNP. Similarly, values of around −1 for the distance decay parameter have been found in other trade flow analyses, with a reported range between −0.8 and −1.4 (Fernandez, 2014).

Gravity modelling in urban transport demand work has tended to use travel time or even generalized travel cost as the deterrent function, rather than distance, better reflecting the disutility experienced in taking a trip. In longer distance travel modelling, however, distance is often used. Liu et al. (2014), for example, finds a distance decay parameter of −0.8 for inter-urban trips between 370 cities in China and estimates an even higher distance decay parameter of −2 for airline passenger movements. Based on his analyses, Fernandez (2014) argues that there is little to choose between distance and time as the basis for the decay parameter for longer distance passenger travel in Mexico but that travel time (plus cost, if available) is preferred for shorter trips, which accords with practice in many urban gravity modelling applications.

Following Tinbergen’s (1962) general approach, the current model assumes that the number of passenger trips between two regions is a function of their scale, reflected by population size (a pull factor), with travel time acting as a deterrent or barrier to trip-making. The model is expressed as:

\[ F = G \left( \frac{m_1 m_2}{r} \right) \]

where:

- \( F \) is the interaction between \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) (inbound and outbound trips in this case);
- \( G \) is a constant, to be estimated;
- \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) are the populations of the origin and destination;
- \( r \) is the distance or travel time between the origin and destination (kilometres or minutes).

Following Tinbergen (1962), the present model assumes co-efficient values of unity on population and average travel time. It is important that travel time is modelled instead of distance, as it considers in-vehicle travel time of different modes, as well as wait/transfer times between different modes used throughout a journey. Distance does not reflect the disutility associated with wait/transfer times. The model used available inter-island port-to-port trip data obtained from the Philippine Ports Authority, which records passenger and freight movements annually. This data allows the study to impute water-based travel movements into a trip generation/distribution matrix that can model inter-island interactions between MIMAROPA’s five island provinces. This could then be used to estimate prospective demand if new/improved inter-island linkages were to be developed that affect variables in the model (such as in-vehicle travel and wait times between origins and destinations), through iterative calibration techniques. Given the simplicity of the model, there is scope for a more refined approach to take this study further at a later date.

5. Analysis and Findings

5.1. Survey Results

The survey results reveal some basic information on variables such as travel distance, travel time, travel frequency and trips made the day prior to being surveyed.

The average distance travelled in a respondent’s last inter-island journey ranged from a minimum of 66 kilometres to a maximum of 1,291 kilometres, with a mean distance of 284 kilometres.

Average inter-island travel times ranged from a minimum of 2 hours to a maximum of 16 hours. The average omits two outlying responses where respondents had identified international destinations by plane in their response, which skewed the analysis. Interestingly, the mean inter-island travel time calculated for a respondent is 7.92 hours, with a standard deviation of 3.6 hours. Thus, for a mean distance travelled of 284 kilometres, the implicit typical speed of inter-island trips is around 35 kilometres per hour. This illustrates the slow nature of travel throughout the region, due to factors such as a need for long intermodal transfers at interchange nodes (for example from bus, van or jeepney to ferry) and slow-moving transport, such as RoRo ferries.

In terms of inter-island trip frequency, the last time a respondent had left their island ranged from a minimum of 1 day ago to a maximum of 1,370 days ago, with the mean value being 95 days. This suggests that respondents, on average, travel to a destination outside their island around once every three months. The positively skewed distribution of trip frequency data suggests that some respondents have not left their island for a long time (i.e. years).

Information on trips made the day prior to being surveyed was collected, to inform the nature of local trip making. The mean number of return trips made the day before was 2.6. This is in line with expectations, giving some comfort to the validity of survey responses. As expected, the main trip purpose was work-related, with 55 respondents out of the total sample of 87 (63%), listing work as one of their reasons for travel. It is noted that a
number of respondents did not leave their homes in the Mogpog sample (denoted as ‘0’ trips undertaken ‘yesterday’), where the previous day fell on a national public holiday (Eid-al-Fitr Day).

By consolidating the data of four samples into two sets, one representing regional cities (Calapan City and Mogpog/Boac) and the other representing smaller townships (Bansud and Torrijos), the study is able to enhance the statistical strength of its samples for comparative analysis (see Table 1).

The comparison of statistical mean values between cities and townships in Table 1 also meets a test of sensibility: it shows that residents of smaller towns, relative to their larger city counterparts, need to travel greater distances, take more time to travel, make fewer inter-island trips and take more transport modes, due to additional intermodal transfers required.

Despite limitations in being able to obtain a larger sample size across a wider area, the survey data collected allowed for significant associations to be found through bivariate correlation analysis. Table 2 shows eight significant relationships with confidence intervals greater than 95% (two-tailed test), and the corresponding inferences that are linked to socio-spatial transport disadvantage.

The findings in Table 2 relate strongly to this study’s focus on the risks of social exclusion through transport disadvantage. This includes the importance of independent travel and the sense of personal mastery or control it affords to individuals. The analysis strongly suggests that when a respondent finds it more difficult to access transport, both inter-island and local, they take fewer trips. Similarly, if travel costs increase and it becomes more difficult for a respondent to find appropriate transport services, this makes it harder for them to undertake desired trips. Subsequently, the reliance on others for travel also increases, which negatively influences the total number of trips a respondent seeks to make to another island destination. These findings suggest that people from small rural communities are at greater risk of social exclusion, relative to their larger city counterparts, due to greater difficulties in accessing non-local transport.

Another key finding relates to the concept of independent travel. The survey findings reveal that if a respondent’s dependency on others is increased, say, through the need for a driver in a remote area to take them places, then that respondent is less likely to travel. The feeling of empowerment a respondent has in being able to undertake inter-island travel, to get to places quickly, to have transport options and to be able to travel when they want to cannot be ignored in the context of this study, as individual well-being has been shown to be linked to an individual’s sense of personal mastery, which is supported by the capacity for independent travel (Stanley et al., 2011).

5.2. Gravity Model Configuration and Observations

The gravity model is separate to the survey work and allows origin-destination trips to be estimated across the region. Its input and output variables are set out in Table 3 for key intra-regional pairs, using limited secondary origin–destination (O–D) port data obtained from sea-port administrations in 2014. The model is used to estimate the remaining O–D pairs. It is important to note that the model features a manual ‘proportional fitting’ technique, which requires a constant value to be defined within its formula. To this end, the study has assigned the constant value of ‘G’ in Formula (1) to be 0.0165, which appears to best fit with obtained passenger statistics for various inter-island flows (these being flows between Calapan City–Batangas City and Calapan City–Metro Manila). To complete the model, origin-destination populations and estimated travel times have been input into the rest of the formula, to calculate the total number of inter-island trips occurring throughout MIMAROPA. Travel times between $m_1$ and $m_2$ to estimate to value of ‘r’ takes into account all modes used to complete a journey within an O–D pair (for example, the travel times of all known RoRo/fast ferry and bus/van services are calculated as an average for every modal segment in a journey), route length (on land or on water), and average wait times to transfer between modes to complete a journey (calculated by dividing the total number of published services over a 24 hour weekday). Journeys to Puerto Princesa City involve the use of intermodal flights (shown in Figure 6), due to a lack of formalized ferry services between Palawan and other provinces and O–D pair distances that well exceed the region’s mean. As the majority of destinations in the study area are headed for the National Capital Region and Batangas City, they are also represented in Table 3 and shown in Figure 6.

Table 1. Mean statistics for regional cities vs. small townships.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trip descriptor</th>
<th>Regional city (N = 46)</th>
<th>Small township (N = 40)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance from origin to destination</td>
<td>202 kilometres</td>
<td>380 kilometres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel time</td>
<td>5.98 hours</td>
<td>10.21 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last inter-island trip made</td>
<td>84.69 days</td>
<td>110.94 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of return trips made ‘yesterday’</td>
<td>2.57 trips</td>
<td>2.63 trips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of trip modes used ‘yesterday’</td>
<td>1.24 modes</td>
<td>1.80 modes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of provinces travelled to within the last year</td>
<td>3.11 provinces</td>
<td>3.03 provinces</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Significant relationships in the bivariate correlation analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable A</th>
<th>Variable B</th>
<th>Pearson Correlation between A and B and Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
<th>Inferences between A and B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. How easy or hard people find it to access transport</td>
<td>Total trips made yesterday</td>
<td>-0.338 0.003</td>
<td>When a person finds it harder to access transport, they take fewer trips.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Importance of independence from others for transport</td>
<td>Total trips made yesterday</td>
<td>-0.274 0.025</td>
<td>When a person is increasingly dependent on others for travel, they take fewer trips.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. How easy or hard people find it to pay for transport costs</td>
<td>Importance of having options to travel</td>
<td>0.240 0.047</td>
<td>When a person finds it harder to pay for transport costs, they place greater importance on having more travel options and more affordable transport services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Importance of independence from others for transport</td>
<td>Importance of affordability, getting to places quickly, options and on-demand travel</td>
<td>0.445–0.644 0.000</td>
<td>The importance of independent travel is linked to affordability, efficiency, travel choices and travel availability. All of these factors can support a sense of personal mastery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. How often a person travels to another island province in MIMAROPA per year</td>
<td>Importance of being able to get around reliably and how easy or hard it is to pay for transport costs</td>
<td>0.281–0.584 0.031–0.000</td>
<td>People that find it harder to reach places quicker place more importance on reliability and transport costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. How easy or hard it is to travel when a person wants to</td>
<td>How easy or hard it is to pay for costs of travel, getting to places quickly and accessing transport services</td>
<td>0.517–0.674 0.000</td>
<td>People find it harder to travel when they are unable to pay for transport and when transport services are not available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. How often a person travels to another island province in MIMAROPA per year</td>
<td>How easy or hard it is to travel when a person wants to</td>
<td>-0.246 0.045</td>
<td>The easier a person finds it to travel, the more likely they are to undertake inter-island travel within the region.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. How often a person travels to the National Capital Region per year</td>
<td>How often a person travels to another island province in MIMAROPA per year</td>
<td>0.247 0.025</td>
<td>When a person visits the National Capital Region more frequently, the more likely they are to also travel to other island provinces in MIMAROPA.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 and Figure 6 show that intra-regional trip volumes within MIMAROPA (discounting O–D pairs to Puerto Princesa City due to reliance on air travel), are some of the lowest in the matrix (for example, Calapan City to Odiongan or Boac and Boac to Odiongan), when compared to trips bound for destinations outside the region (for example, Calapan City, Boac or Odiongan to Metro Manila or Batangas City). Despite short geographic distances between some of MIMAROPA’s provinces, the actual travel distances between them are much longer, because out-of-region intermodal transfers are required to reach neighboring island provinces in the broader hub-and-spoke network. For example, trips from Calapan City to Boac typically require a passenger to transfer between land and sea modes at Batangas City and Lucena, both critical interchanges in the established network, making the overall journey time around 7.8 hours. Similarly, journey times between Calapan City and Odiongan are also long (around 20.5 hours, due to infrequent services at the interchange node in Batangas City), impacting on patronage levels in the gravity model (estimated at only 2,417 trips per annum in 2014).

### 5.3. Alternative Gravity Model with Prioritized Ports Activated

The travel time variable in the gravity model can be changed to reflect an increase in direct port-to-port ser-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proportional fitting</th>
<th>Origin (population)</th>
<th>Destination (population)</th>
<th>Distance between $m_1$ and $m_2$</th>
<th>Travel time between $m_1$ and $m_2$</th>
<th>Annual number of trips between $m_1$ and $m_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calapan City, Oriental Mindoro (785,602)</td>
<td>Metro Manila, National Capital Region (11,855,975)</td>
<td>185 kilometres</td>
<td>283 minutes</td>
<td>(1,918,894)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0165</td>
<td>Calapan City, Oriental Mindoro (785,602)</td>
<td>Batangas City (2,377,395)</td>
<td>79 kilometres</td>
<td>130 minutes</td>
<td>(1,823,481)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0165</td>
<td>Calapan City, Oriental Mindoro (785,602)</td>
<td>Boac, Marinduque (229,636)</td>
<td>231 kilometres</td>
<td>468 minutes</td>
<td>13,590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0165</td>
<td>Calapan City, Oriental Mindoro (785,602)</td>
<td>Odiongan, Romblon (283,930)</td>
<td>232 kilometres</td>
<td>1234 minutes</td>
<td>2,417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0165</td>
<td>Calapan City, Oriental Mindoro (785,602)</td>
<td>Puerto Princesa City, Palawan (771,667)</td>
<td>775 kilometres</td>
<td>421 minutes</td>
<td>56,435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0165</td>
<td>Boac, Marinduque (229,636)</td>
<td>Metro Manila, National Capital Region (11,855,975)</td>
<td>204 kilometres</td>
<td>394 minutes</td>
<td>289,380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0165</td>
<td>Boac, Marinduque (229,636)</td>
<td>Batangas City (2,377,395)</td>
<td>152 kilometres</td>
<td>338 minutes</td>
<td>78,848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0165</td>
<td>Boac, Marinduque (229,636)</td>
<td>Odiongan, Romblon (283,930)</td>
<td>463 kilometres</td>
<td>1442 minutes</td>
<td>517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0165</td>
<td>Boac, Marinduque (229,636)</td>
<td>Puerto Princesa City, Palawan (771,667)</td>
<td>843 kilometres</td>
<td>562 minutes</td>
<td>9,257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0165</td>
<td>Odiongan, Romblon (283,930)</td>
<td>Metro Manila, National Capital Region (11,855,975)</td>
<td>416 kilometres</td>
<td>1227 minutes</td>
<td>36,893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0165</td>
<td>Odiongan, Romblon (283,930)</td>
<td>Batangas City (2,377,395)</td>
<td>333 kilometres</td>
<td>1104 minutes</td>
<td>9,138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0165</td>
<td>Odiongan, Romblon (283,930)</td>
<td>Puerto Princesa City, Palawan (771,667)</td>
<td>832 kilometres</td>
<td>1395 minutes</td>
<td>1,858</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The trip numbers in brackets closely reproduce statistical data obtained by the Philippine Ports Authority.
vices to facilitate a localized polycentric transport network that supports MIMAROPA’s RDP objectives and bridges social capital. The model can then estimate the additional number of trips generated with each new (faster/shorter) connection. Table 4 estimates the additional volume of trips generated with the inclusion of 20 RoRo services per day for selected O–D pairs that best reduce intra-regional travel times and reduce the number of required intermodal transfers for smaller/rural townships.

The alternative gravity model suggests that activating parts of a localized polycentric transport network can substantially reduce travel times and generate new trips, promoting stronger regional integration and reducing the risk of transport-related social exclusion in small townships. For example, a point-to-point connection between Boac and Odiongan can reduce average travel times by 18 hours and generate an estimated 12,114 trips, which is around 23 times greater than existing volumes. Similarly, notable increases in trip volumes and reductions in average travel times can be found for Calapan City to Odiongan and Calapan City to Boac (see Table 4). With the three port-to-port linkages from Table 4 activated (with an evenly distributed service frequency of 20 RoRo services per day), MIMAROPA’s intra-regional trip volumes are projected to increase substantially, from 16,524 trips per annum to 86,972 trips per annum. Figure 7 illustrates the differences in trip volumes for these O–D pairs through the existing and alternative gravity models.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

This study’s travel survey provides support for an association between improved personal travel opportunities, for inter-island travel and connecting local trip making, and a reduced risk of transport-related social exclusion. It has highlighted mobility barriers faced by residents of more remote islands, drawing attention to some of MIMAROPA’s socio-spatial challenges in transport terms.
Table 4. Alternative gravity model results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Destination</th>
<th>Existing number of trips generated between O–D pair</th>
<th>Annual new number of trips generated between O–D pair with 20 direct RoRo services per day</th>
<th>Existing O–D travel time</th>
<th>New O–D travel time</th>
<th>Reduction in O–D travel time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boac, Marinduque</td>
<td>Odiongan, Romblon</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>12,114</td>
<td>1,442 minutes</td>
<td>327 minutes</td>
<td>1,115 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calapan City, Oriental Mindoro</td>
<td>Boac, Marinduque</td>
<td>13,590</td>
<td>39,939</td>
<td>468 minutes</td>
<td>273 minutes</td>
<td>195 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calapan City, Oriental Mindoro</td>
<td>Odiongan, Romblon</td>
<td>2,417</td>
<td>34,919</td>
<td>1,234 minutes</td>
<td>327 minutes</td>
<td>907 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Existing and alternative inter-island trip volumes for MIMAROPA.

This has been supported by the development of a simplified gravity model that highlights the way poor travel opportunities, such as indirect connections, pose a constraint to inter-island travel, particularly for residents of smaller islands. The survey results draw attention to the importance of inter-island travel where improvements to these transport services will be likely to improve opportunities for some people at risk of social exclusion. It will be important to also address local land transport to improve connections to the ports, as part of a process of building bridging social capital and thus social inclusion. The improvement of local transport will also have the added value of increasing the capabilities of those not wishing to travel between islands but participate in a local economy and social opportunities.

The projected increase in inter-island trips in the alternative gravity model suggests that there is potential for improved social and economic participation if intraregional travel times/distances are reduced, as part of the government’s suggested improvement strategy to activate inter-island trips (NEDA, 2014). However, there is some question about whether the projected increase in travel volumes will be sufficient to entice private operators to provide more formalized water-based services on a fully commercial basis. Arguably, where the gravity model estimates origin-destination movements at, say, 100,000 per year or greater, private operators are more likely to ply regular and frequent inter-island services to support these trips, as they currently do from Calapan City and Boac to Metro Manila, Batangas City and Lucena (see Figure 6).

However, the significance of trip growth modelled in Figure 7, as a result of new links and services, should not be ignored. For social exclusion to be addressed, the establishment and implementation of minimum inter-island service levels may be required (for example, 20 ferry services per day), to guarantee access for those at risk of being excluded in remote areas. This approach is sometimes taken in setting urban public transport base service levels. The government should consider calling for expressions of interest to provide affordable intraregional transport services, with proponents to indicate...
the scale and nature of any assistance that might be required to do so. This level of assistance can be considered by government, alongside its assessment of the benefits of increased social and economic participation by relatively socially excluded communities, in deciding whether to proceed with the initiative.

The survey/gravity model study methodology can be refined and applied more widely in the region, providing MIMAROPA’s RDP and other regions within the Philippines with a basic methodology to identify locations of significant socio-spatial disadvantage and groups likely to be at risk of exclusion because of poor transport opportunities. The gravity model can also help in the assessment of the economics of transport service improvements, through its capacity to project how trip making might change under improved travel circumstances. Increasing sample sizes and expanding the sampling method to capture a wider range of demographic segments at greater risk of social exclusion, such as those who do not have adequate or sufficient employment or people/areas with comparatively high levels of poverty incidence, should be early priorities. As part of this process, the survey should be applied in more remote settlements, such as interior communities, where social assessments may be undocumented. Finally, a refinement of the approach to this study should allow for additional variables to be modelled, such as land and air-based transport modes.

The work that is discussed in this article is of considerable importance to the Philippines if it is to join the international movement for achieving the Sustainable Development Goals. Understanding the local issues that facilitate barriers to the achievement of economic, social and environmental outcomes is necessary in order to understand actions needed for goal achievement. This article’s methodology presents a simple and practical way to gain insights into transport network limitations in areas where critical transport data is incomplete. It should also be useful in shedding light on transport elements of international development efforts in other archipelagic countries, such as Indonesia, Fiji, the Solomon Islands, Vanuatu and Papua New Guinea. More broadly in the Philippines, similar investigations of this scale could be exercised in Samar, Leyte and Mindanao-Sulu areas, if political and security conditions allow. Armed with this knowledge, the Philippines will be able to join in the international collaborative partnerships being formed to support and assist in target outcomes, along with some 114 nations that have already sought the United Nations’ help in localizing implementation efforts (Birch, 2017). Indeed, transport policy can be used as a pivotal force to achieve desired economic, social and environmental outcomes, particularly through the reduction of social exclusion (Stanley, 2016).
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